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Preface
Initially developed to provide engineers with a suite of easy to use, efficient and
reliable pressure relief calculations, CAPRE has been considerably expanded in this
release to provide a collection of important and frequently used chemical engineering
calculations in fluid flow and vessel calibration.

About this guide
This guide is designed to assist you in becoming quickly familiar with the capabilities
of CAPRE, its interface and how the program is used.

Who should read this guide
This guide is written for users of CAPRE to help you take full advantage of its
calculations. If you are new to this product, we recommend that you first read The 60
Second Guide to CAPRE.
The guide assumes you are familiar with the Windows operating system. If you are
new to Windows, you can find help, tutorials and support information by clicking
Start > Help and Support.

What is in this guide
The guide contains descriptions and step-by-step instructions for all the tasks involved
in using CAPRE.

How this guide is structured
The chapters are organised as follows:
1.

Introduction

Introduces the CAPRE product, outlining the
calculations and functions.

2.

Getting started

Shows how to start CAPRE, how to access its
features and how to get help.

3.

CAPRE Quick Tour

Tutorials for typical sessions using CAPRE
for PEW or pressure relief calculations,
emphasising the commonly used features.

4.

CAPRE worksheet basics

Tells you how to create and manage
calculation worksheets.

5.

Using CAPRE worksheets

Shows typical examples of each of the
standard calculation worksheets.
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6.

Standard calculator tools

Describes the standard PEL piping
calculators.

7.

Working with functions

Tells you how to insert functions to create
your own calculation worksheets

8.

Working with templates

Tells you how to set up your own calculation
worksheets as CAPRE user templates.

9.

CAPRE options

Describes how to change settings that apply
throughout your workbook.

The guide also includes a quick reference section and a glossary.

Conventions
The following typographical conventions are used in this guide:
Convention

Description

Bold

To help with procedures, items that you click, select, or view may appear
with the bold format (buttons, options, and window titles, for example).

Italic

Proper names (software products, for example) and titles appear in the
italic format.

Monospace

Represents any text that appears on the computer screen or text that you
should type. It is also used for filenames, functions, and examples.

Monospace
oblique

Represents variable text where you would type in a specific value.

>
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The chevron indicates a menu option in a procedure. For example, click
File > Open, means “on the File menu, click Open.”

Chapter 1 – Introduction
Initially developed to provide engineers with a suite of easy to use, efficient and
reliable pressure relief calculations, CAPRE has been considerably expanded in this
release to provide a collection of important and frequently used chemical engineering
calculations in fluid flow and vessel calibration.
Installed as an add-in for Microsoft Excel, CAPRE provides an extensible platform for
either using the suite of standardised spreadsheets or to utilise the extensive library of
CAPRE and Excel functions to develop your own calculation spreadsheets.
Key features
The key features of CAPRE include:
 Suite of over proforma spreadsheets addressing common engineering
problems, such as fluid flow, equipment sizing and pressure-relief.
 Extensive library of engineering functions that lets you develop your own
spreadsheets quickly and efficiently.
 Fully documented calculations and functions that provide information on the
industry standards underlying each function and calculation.
 Standard calculator tools that are common across the PEL suite, to produce
values for pipe diameters, pipe roughness and molecular weights.
 Unit setting and conversion options that let you enter values in their quoted
units (such as US or imperial units) with automatic conversion to engineering or
SI units for the calculated result.
 Built on Excel platform letting you integrate CAPRE calculations with your
own calculations or utilise the charting and pivot table features within Excel.
CAPRE delivers a suite of validated, documented, and secure calculation
spreadsheets, each with a common user interface making them easy-to-use and readily
accessible.

Introducing CAPRE
The pressure-relief calculations contained in CAPRE are for:
 Required Relief Rate – determining the rate at which liquid or vapour must be
relieved to protect equipment.
 Size Estimation – calculating the size of a relief device to pass the required relief
rate.
The process engineering calculations added in version 2.0 are for:
 Fluid Flow – calculations involving fluid flow in various scenarios.
 Equipment – calibrating cylindrical tanks with specified orientation and vessel
ends.
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CAPRE spreadsheets
An example spreadsheet is shown below.

A key feature of the form is that it provides a standard layout for all calculations, with
space to record information about the project and revision control of the calculation.
It may also be customised, e.g. picking up your own company logo and confidentiality
text. The size of the form is such that it can easily be printed to provide formatted
paper copies suitable for distribution, archiving, etc.
Other features include:
 Colour coding identifies those cells where you need to enter data and those that
show results.
 Cell protection can be used to prevent changes to some values.
 Documentation, including equations, can be used within the form.
 The form can handle units of measurement and conversion between them.
 Values within such a form are still available for use elsewhere within the
workbook if you want to extend it.

CAPRE functions
The core functionality in the forms is driven by a library of functions which are
installed as part of CAPRE.
Some examples of possible use of functions are given below:
 To convert units of measurement:
=ConvertUnits(“0”,”C”,”K”)
which would display “273.15”
 To calculate the required relief rate for liquid with certification:
=ReliefRateLiquidWithCertification (Kd, A, PR, PD, SG, Kb, Kc, Kv)
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The arguments / parameters in the functions could be literal values, cell references or
named cells or expressions using standard Excel functions.
Some functions require a long list of arguments. These are supplied for you if you use
the Insert Function button on the formula bar.
Some calculations will require or benefit from being broken down into a number of
steps which are called separately. Benefits of this include:
 More calculations are made available to users.
 Formulae are simpler with shorter argument lists.
 Intermediate values allow users to structure and check calculations, or to
investigate sensitivity of results to key parameters.
 Some calculations might require the same initial steps so repetition can be
avoided.

What’s new in this version
The key new features in version 2.0.x are:
 Added calculations in fluid flow and equipment sizing
The suite of calculations is expanded to include many of the fluid flow and
equipment calculations also handled by the PEW application in the PEL suite.
See Chapter 5 on page 23 for details.
 New pressure relief fire calculations
Three separate calculations to calculate the relief flow rate in the case of heat
absorption from an external pool fire by a vessel containing liquid. Each is based
on a different standard – API 2000, API521 and EPSHEG 8. See Chapter 5 on
page 23 for details.
 Insert Function feature for building your own calculation sheets
A new CAPRE Insert function command, added in version 2.0, lets you add the
function as an array of cells with each argument to the function in a separate cell
and with the function cell containing references to those cells. This in effect
arranges the arguments as a data-entry form on the sheet for repeated use. See
Chapter 7 on page 73 for details.
 User Calculations feature for building your own calculation templates
A new feature to let you set up your own calculations as templates so you can
reuse them and share them with colleagues. See Chapter 8 on page 81 for details.

Overview of PEL
PEL is a collection of tools to enable process engineers to carry out their day-to-day
tasks more quickly and reliably. The software includes purpose built programs to
generate datasheets, perform engineering calculations of liquid and / or gas flow,
investigate physical properties and create fault tree diagrams. Designed by engineers
for engineers, the tools are intuitive and easy to use. They can be used to work out
every day calculations, for troubleshooting issues such as bottlenecks, or when making
plant modifications. This low cost solution will enable engineers to design processes
more quickly and reliably with up-to-date and permanently available design data.
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Benefits
 Allows engineers to be more efficient and productive. With fewer manual
calculations to do, tasks are carried out quicker;
 Improves QA and standardises procedures, through everyone using same set of
data and calculations;
 Human errors in calculations are reduced;
 Improves production as bottlenecks can be identified quickly so a solution can be
sought;
 Allows operators to get the best out of their existing assets by carrying out
modifications rather than designing new ones.
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This chapter shows you how to start CAPRE and tells you how to get help on using
the calculation spreadsheets and the library of functions.

Starting CAPRE
As CAPRE is installed as an Add-In for Microsoft Excel, you start the application by
starting Excel. Typically this is using the Start menu, with the shortcut for Excel
found under Microsoft Office.
For information on using Excel, press F1 to open the standard Excel Help.

Starting CAPRE with a Excel workbook
Once you have saved your calculations as an Excel workbook, you can start CAPRE
by double-clicking the workbook in Windows Explorer, or in the most recent versions
of Windows from the Documents Library.
To start CAPRE with an Excel workbook:
 Double-click your Excel workbook in Windows Explorer or your Documents
Library.
In more recent versions of Windows if you point at Excel in the Start menu,
you can select your workbook from the list of recent files.
Note

You can also open a recent file from the File tab in Excel.

Quitting CAPRE
To quit CAPRE:
 Do one of:
 On the File menu, click Exit.
 Click the Close (X) button.
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User interface
Once Microsoft Excel has opened, you see your usual Excel user interface with an
added CAPRE option on the Office ribbon or menu bar, according to the version of
Excel installed on your computer. For example, this is how it looks in Excel 2013.

Although you see the CAPRE option added to the ribbon or menu bar at this
point, the CAPRE add-in is not activated until you run a CAPRE command to create a
calculation worksheet or to add a CAPRE function to an Excel worksheet. This lets
you open your existing Excel workbooks without activating the CAPRE licence.
Note

When you run your first CAPRE command you see the CAPRE splash screen briefly.

Accessing CAPRE features
As CAPRE is installed as an Add-In for Microsoft Excel, the way you access the
features of the product depends on which version of Microsoft Office is installed on
your computer.
If you have Microsoft Office 2007 or later, CAPRE adds a ribbon to the Excel user
interface.

For Microsoft Office 2003 or earlier, a CAPRE option appears on the menu bar.

The functions are the same whether accessed by a ribbon or a menu.
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Viewing help on using CAPRE
This section tells you how to get help on using CAPRE within Excel.
For information on using Excel, press F1 to open the standard Excel Help.

Viewing help on CAPRE calculations
If you are using the standard CAPRE calculation worksheets, reference information is
available on each calculation.
To view help on the current calculation (Office 2007 or later):
 On the CAPRE ribbon, click Help on current calculation.
The CAPRE help opens, showing the appropriate topic.
To view a on the current calculation (Office 2003 or earlier):
 On the CAPRE menu, point to Help then click Help on current calculation.
The CAPRE help opens, showing the appropriate topic.

Viewing help on units in CAPRE
If you are using the standard CAPRE calculation worksheets, and the functions they
use, reference information on the units involved is available.
To view help on units (Office 2007 or later):
 On the CAPRE ribbon in the Help group, click Help on units in CAPRE.
The CAPRE help opens, showing the Units reference.
To view help on units (Office 2003 or earlier):
 On the CAPRE menu, point to Help then click Help on units in CAPRE.
The CAPRE help opens, showing the Units reference.

Viewing help on CAPRE functions – Excel method
If you want to use the standard CAPRE calculations and the functions they use to
develop your own calculation worksheets, help is available on individual functions.
To view function help (unprotected worksheet):
1)

Select a cell containing the function you want to use.

2)

On the function toolbar click Fx.

The Function Arguments dialog opens, showing the values for the parameters.
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3)

Click Help on this function to open the appropriate online help topic.
The CAPRE help opens.

To view function help (protected worksheet):
1)

Click any input field that contains a value.

2)

On the function toolbar click Fx.

The Insert Function dialog opens.

3)

In the select a category list click the function category you want, such as PEL
DIERS.

4)

In the select a function pane, select the function you want.

5)

Click Help on this function to open the appropriate online help topic.
The CAPRE help opens.
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Viewing help on CAPRE functions – CAPRE method
The simplest way to view help on a function in the library of CAPRE functions is
using the CAPRE Insert Function command.
To view function help on a CAPRE function
1)

On the CAPRE ribbon click Insert Function.
The Insert Function dialog opens.

2)

In the Categories list, click the category you want to filter the list of functions.
You can also use the other tabs to filter the list by tags, search for a function or
view a list of favourites.

3)

In the Functions list select the function you want to view help on the function
and click Show Help.

Other user assistance
CAPRE has the following other forms of user assistance:
 Online documentation
 PEL Support Services

Online documentation
Documentation is provided for PEL products on the website. The documents are
provided as PDF files for you to download and print. These include:
 60 second guides
 Online user guides
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PEL Support Services
This program is developed, maintained and supported by PEL Support Services, ABB.
We run a Hotline telephone and email service to answer any queries about CAPRE.
Please let us have any suggestions on how you feel we could improve CAPRE. You
can contact us by any of the following routes:
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+44 (0)1925 74 1126

By Fax:

+44 (0)1925 74 1265

By email:

pel.support@gb.abb.com

By Post:

PEL Support Services
ABB Limited.
Daresbury Park
Daresbury
Warrington
Cheshire WA4 4BT
United Kingdom.

Chapter 3 – CAPRE Quick Tour
This chapter provides tutorials to get you started with the application. The tutorial,
which is divided into two parts, is available separately in print form (or as a PDF file)
entitled 60 Second Guide.

Part 1 – PEW calculations
This short self-paced tutorial will show you how easy it is to perform a process
engineering (aka PEW) calculation in CAPRE.
We will calculate the flowrate of water in 300ft of 3in unlined cast iron pipe up a 10ft
hill with a pressure drop of 0.5 bar diff.
Starting CAPRE
1)

Start Microsoft Office Excel.

2)

On the CAPRE ribbon or menu, in the PEW group, click Fluid Flow and then
Incompressible Flow.
The calculation worksheet opens in your current workbook.
The first thing we need to do is to select the type of calculation.

3)

For Calculation Type, click the yellow cell to show a dropdown arrow. Click the
arrow to show a list of the types of calculation. Leave this set to Flow.

4)

For Length, type 300 and in the units cell type ft.

5)

Click the Diameter cell to select it. On the Tools ribbon group / submenu, click
Pipe Inner Diameter. Select 3” and 40/STD/40S and then click OK. The result is
pasted back into the Diameter cell.
Notice how the Effective Diameter and Effective Area cells are updated.

6)

Select the Roughness cell. On the Tools ribbon group / submenu, click Pipe
Roughness. Select Cast iron, concrete, timber and then click OK.
Next, we need to input the losses data.

7)

Select the Static Head Loss cell. Type 10 and in the units cell type ft.

8)

Select the Fittings Loss cell. On the Tools ribbon group / submenu, click KValue.
 Click the Bends tab; enter ratio 1, quantity 2 and click Add.
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 Click the Summary tab, for Manual Adjustment enter 5 to specify velocity
heads lost through other fittings.
 Click OK. The overall result is pasted back into the Fittings Loss cell.
Now we need the density and viscosity of water at a temperature of 20°C and at a
pressure of 1 bar. We can generate these using the PhysPack application, but for
now we will just type the values in.
9)

Under Fluid Properties, enter the Density and Viscosity for Water as follows:

Finally, we need to enter the pressure drop.
10) In the Pressure drop cell, type 0.5 (bar diff).
The Mass Flow is calculated automatically, but we want to change the number of
decimal places and the units.
11) In the Mass Flow cell, change the cell format to a Number with 3 decimal places
and enter kg/s as the units. The result should look as follows:

12) Look now at the second block of results that include the Reynolds number and
the status. This shows that the calculation is OK.

Let’s see what happens to the status if we adjust some of the figures.
13) Change the Pressure drop to 0.25. The results cells show #VALUE and the
status cell shows a reason for the error.
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14) Reset the Pressure drop and change the pipe Length to 2 (ft). An error message
tells us the length of pipe is too short.

This shows us that the calculation will not return nonsensical results if the input
values are not realistic.

Part 2 – Pressure relief calculations
This mini self-paced tutorial will show you how easy it is to perform a pressure relief
calculation in CAPRE.
The example values used in the calculation are taken from the API 520 procedures.
Starting CAPRE
1)

Start Microsoft Office Excel.

2)

On the CAPRE ribbon or menu, in the Pressure Relief group, click Size
Estimation and then API 520 (Vapour).
The calculation worksheet opens in your current workbook.

3)

Under Input Data enter the following values and overtype any changed units:
Molecular weight

51

Ratio of specific heats, k

1.11

Compressibility factor, Z

0.9

Relief valve set pressure, Ps

89.7

Relief valve overpressure, P

10

Downstream pressure, P2

14.7

psia

Required flow through device, W

53500

lb/h

Relieving temperature, T1

627

R

psia

4)

Now, check the results are as follows:

5)

Under Valve Coefficients check the following values are set:

6)

For the Area Required value change the cell format to 2 decimal places and then
enter in2 as the units. It should look as follows.
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7)

In the Orifice Sizes table, set the units to in2 and the Decimal Places to 2.

8)

In the Quoted Area cell enter the value of (or add a link to) the orifice size that is
just smaller than the required area and change the units to in2.

9)

Check the KdA validations at the end of the form:

10) In the Quoted Area cell change the value (or link) to the next orifice size up.

11) In the KdA Specified cell and the two Valve Capacity cells change the cell
format to 0 decimal places. Check the results are as follows:

12) And, check the KdA validations are as follows:

The Flow validation shows Critical Flow. We will now alter the downstream pressure.
Note

13) Change the Downstream Pressure to 60 psia. The Flow validation changes.
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Chapter 4 – CAPRE worksheet basics
This chapter describes the rudiments of using the calculation worksheets, telling you
how to create a calculation worksheet, enter data and use or convert units.
For information on Worksheet and Excel table basics, press F1 to open the standard
Excel Help.

Managing calculation worksheets
Creating a calculation worksheet
Each of the commands on the CAPRE ribbon or menu creates a new calculation
worksheet in your Excel workbook.
The name of a CAPRE calculation worksheet appears on its sheet tab at the bottom of
the screen. By default, the name is the same as the menu or ribbon command, but you
can change this using the standard Excel commands.
To create a calculation worksheet (Office 2007 or later):
 On the CAPRE ribbon in the PEW or Pressure Relief groups, click the
appropriate option (for example Fluid Flow) then click the calculation you want.
The calculation worksheet opens in your current workbook.
To create a calculation worksheet (Office 2003 or earlier):
 On the CAPRE menu, point to Calculations, point to the appropriate group (for
example Fluid Flow) then click the calculation you want.
The calculation worksheet opens in your current workbook.

Updating links on a worksheet
If you create a workbook of calculations on one computer and then copy the file to a
computer where CAPRE is installed in a different location you will need to run the
Update Links command from a worksheet so that Excel will refer to the correct
location for the CAPRE functions.
To update links (Office 2007 or later):
 On the CAPRE ribbon in the Tools group, click Update Link.
The function links on the worksheet are changed to the correct location.
To update calculation links (Office 2003 or earlier):
 On the CAPRE menu, point to Tools, and then click Update Link.
The function links on the worksheet are changed to the correct location.
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Creating a static worksheet
Once you have completed your calculation you may want to send the workfile to a
client or reviewer who does not have CAPRE installed. Running the Make Static
Sheet command converts all functions in the current worksheet to values.
This will convert all functions in the worksheet, both standard Excel functions
and CAPRE functions. You are advised to make a backup copy of your workfile
before using this command as the process cannot be reversed.
Note

To convert your worksheet to a static sheet (Office 2007 or later):
1)

On the CAPRE ribbon in the Tools group, click Make Static Sheet.
A message warns you that the process is irreversible.

2)

Click Yes to confirm.
All functions on the worksheet are changed to values.

To convert your worksheet to a static sheet (Office 2003 or earlier):
1)

On the CAPRE menu, point to Tools, and then click Make Static Sheet.
A message warns you that the process is irreversible.

2)

Click Yes to confirm.
All functions on the worksheet are changed to values.

Sorting your worksheets
If you have added administration worksheets to your calculation to record the who,
what and why of the calculation, you may wish to sort the sheets before printing or
sending to an external client.
The easiest way to do this is to click on the sheet tab at the bottom of the
window to select it and then drag to where you want to place it.
Tip

Entering and editing data
Entering numbers or text on a calculation worksheet
Each of the CAPRE calculations provide default values for each input cell. The input
cells appear with a cream background.

Calculation fields, which are automatically filled by functions or expressions
involving one or more functions, appear with a green back ground.

As you change the values in the input fields, the calculation fields are updated
automatically.
Several calculations contain dropdown fields for selecting from two or more fixed
values. For example, on the “Hydraulic Expansion calculation” on page 53 you can
switch between Volume and Mass flow rate.
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To change a dropdown field:
1)

Click the cell to select the field.
The dropdown arrow appears to the right of the cell.

2)

Choose the value you want in the list.
The text in the cell changes.

Converting units and values
CAPRE uses common engineering units for all the values on the calculation
worksheets. So, for example, the engineering unit for pressure is the bar. For some
processes you may want to enter values in SI units (n/m2) or British units (psi).
Similarly, you may want to express the result in these unit. CAPRE can do both of
these.
To enter an input value in different units:
The following example shows a relief valve set pressure specified in bar.

1)

Select the value cell and type the new input value.

2)

Select the units cell and type the associated units.

The calculation fields are updated automatically.
To change the units of a calculated value:
The following example shows a valve capacity.
 Select the units cell, and type the new units.

The calculation field is updated as soon as you click another cell or press Enter.

Printing and saving
Printing your workbook
The calculation worksheets and the administration sheets are all set to print as A4
portrait format.
To print your workbook:
1)

Click the File tab.
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2)

Click Print.

3)

Under Settings, click Print Entire Workbook.

4)

Click Print.

Saving your workbook
To save your workbook:
1)

Click the File tab.

2)

Click Save.

3)

In the Save As dialog box, in the Save as type list, select Excel Workbook.

4)

In the File name box, enter a name for your workbook.

5)

Click Save to finish.

Saving your workbook to pdf
If you want to send your completed calculation with added administration sheets to a
client, you can save your finished workbook as a pdf file.
To save your workbook as a pdf file:
1)

Click the File tab.

2)

Click Save As.

3)

In the Save as type list, click PDF (*.pdf).

4)

In the File Name box, enter a name for the file

5)

Click Options to select the pages to be printed. Under Publish what, click Entire
workbook and then click OK.

6)

Click Save.
The file will have the same name as the Excel workbook with the extension .pdf.
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This chapter describes and shows typical examples of each of the standard calculation
worksheets and provides information on the input data fields.
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Fluid flow calculations
Incompressible flow
This calculates the incompressible flow along a single, unbranched, cylindrical pipe of
a fixed diameter.
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Input data
Complete the form as follows:
Select one of FLOW, DIAMETER, ROUGHNESS or PRESSURE DROP
in the dropdown list. The equivalent input field is marked as Estimated. You must
supply values for the other three.
Calculation Type

Pipework:
Length

is the actual length of the pipe.

is the internal pipe diameter. You can enter this value using the “Pipe
Inner Diameter Calculator” on page 65.
Diameter

If the pipe has a lining, enter its thickness. The effective diameter
(actual diameter available for flow) is calculated by:
Lining Thickness

Diameter – 2 × Lining Thickness
Similarly, if diameter is the calculated variable, twice the lining thickness is added to
the calculated diameter for flow to obtain the real internal diameter of the pipe.
The roughness of the pipe is dependent on its construction material.
You can enter this value using the “Pipe Roughness Calculator” on page 66.
Roughness
Losses:

is the difference in elevation between the point of discharge and
the point of entry to the pipe. This value is positive if the pipe runs uphill and negative
if it runs downhill.
Static Head Loss

is the total K value for the pipe, based on pipe entry and exit effects,
fittings losses, bends, Tees etc. You can enter this value using the “K-Value
Calculator” on page 66.
Fitting Loss

Fluid Properties:
Density

is the actual density of the fluid at operating conditions.

Viscosity

is the actual viscosity of the fluid at operating conditions.

Process Conditions
Mass Flow

is the measured or estimated flow rate in the pipe.

Pressure Drop

is the measured or estimated pressure drop in the pipe.

CAPRE does not cater for reverse flow conditions so the pressure drop must not be
less than the static head loss term. If this data is real, there may be plant data errors
(static head errors), instrument errors or gas entrainment.
For information on the theory and method behind the calculation, click Help on
Current Calculation to view the online help or see the CAPRE Reference Guide.
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Flow through a manifold T-junction
This calculates the pressure drop for a T-junction consisting of a straight manifold of
consistent bore with a (smaller) branch pipe at right angles to it. Both combining and
dividing flows are possible.

Input data
Complete the form as follows:
Flow

Select either COMBINING or DIVIDING in the dropdown list.

Flow Rate

26
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For combining flow, mass flow into the manifold must be less than the flow out of the
manifold. For dividing flow, mass flow out of the manifold must be less than the flow
into the manifold.
Pipework:

is the diameter of the main pipe.

Manifold Diameter
Branch Diameter

is the diameter of the branch.

The branch diameter must be equal to or less than the manifold diameter.
Fluid Properties:
Manifold In Density
Manifold Out Density
Branch Density

is the density of the inlet fluid at operating conditions.
is the density of the outlet fluid at operating conditions.

is the density of the branch fluid at operating conditions.

This is only required to check the Reynolds number – if in doubt make it
too large rather than too small.
Viscosity

For information on the theory and method behind the calculation, click Help on
Current Calculation to view the online help or see the CAPRE Reference Guide.
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Flow through a symmetrical T-junction
This calculates the pressure drop in T-junctions consisting of a straight manifold of
constant bore with a branch pipe of the same bore at right angles to it. The junction
should have a sharp-edged join with all the flow entering or leaving via the branch.
Both combining and dividing flows are possible.

Input data
Complete the form as follows:
Flow
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Flow is symmetrical about the branch, either entering or leaving, through both arms of
the T.
Flow Rate

is the mass flow into and out of the T-junction. This must be supplied.

For combining flow, mass flow into the junction must be less than the flow out
through the branch.
For dividing flow, mass flow out of the junction must be less than the flow in through
the branch.
Pipework:

Enter the pipe dimensions here. The units can be changed if required.
is the diameter of the branch and main part of the T-junction are
assumed to be the same
Pipe Diameter

For information on the theory and method behind the calculation, click Help on
Current Calculation to view the online help or see the CAPRE Reference Guide.
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Flow through an expansion
This calculates both the perceived pressure drop (the static pressure drop) and the
frictional pressure loss for various types of expansion in cylindrical pipes.

Input data
Complete the form as follows:
Pipework:

Enter the pipe dimensions here. The units can be changed if required.
Inlet Diameter
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Outlet Diameter

is the diameter of the pipe downstream.

Included Angle of Expansion

is the angle of expansion in the range 0 – 180

degrees.
Abrupt – an immediate right angle change in diameter
Conical -

data available for various angles of the cone

Process Conditions:
Mass Flow Rate
Inlet Density
Outlet Density

is the mass flow through the fitting

is the density of fluid at the entry to the fitting
is the density of fluid at the exit from the fitting

This is only required to check the Reynolds number – if in doubt make it
too large rather than too small.
Viscosity

For information on the theory and method behind the calculation, click Help on
Current Calculation to view the online help or see the CAPRE Reference Guide.
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Flow through a contraction
This calculates both the perceived pressure drop (the static pressure drop) and the
frictional pressure loss for various types of contraction in cylindrical pipes.

Input data
Complete the form as follows:
Pipework:

Enter the pipe dimensions here. The units can be changed if required.
Inlet Diameter
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is the diameter of the pipe downstream.

Outlet Diameter
Contraction Type

Select one of:.

ABRUPT – immediate right angle change in diameter
CONICAL – assumes cone of total angle ≤ 60°
ROUNDED – smoothly rounded change in diameter
Process Conditions:
Mass Flow Rate
Inlet Density
Outlet Density

is the mass flow through the fitting

is the density of fluid at the entry to the fitting.
is the density of fluid at the exit from the fitting.

This is only required to check the Reynolds number – if in doubt make it
too large rather than too small.
Viscosity

For information on the theory and method behind the calculation, click Help on
Current Calculation to view the online help or see the CAPRE Reference Guide.
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Liquid flow through a restrictor orifice
This models liquid flow through a restrictor orifice. It calculates any one of the
flowrate, pressure drop and orifice diameter given the other two.

Input data
Complete the form as follows:
Select one of FLOW, DIAMETER or PRESSURE DROP in the
dropdown list. The corresponding input field is marked as Estimated. You must supply
values for the other two.
Calculation Type
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Pipework:

Enter the pipe dimensions here. The units can be changed if required.
is the internal pipe diameter. You can enter this value using the
“Pipe Inner Diameter Calculator” on page 65.
Pipe Diameter

Orifice Diameter

is the diameter of orifice

The relevant ratio is orifice thickness/diameter (t/d). If this is between 0.6 and 1.0 it is
not possible to predict whether the flow reattaches before leaving the orifice and this
affects the pressure drop. The calculation assumes 0.8 as the dividing line but shows a
warning.
Plate Thickness

is the thickness from the upstream to downstream side

This is important for liquid flow – see above
Process Conditions:
Upstream Pressure

the pressure upstream must be supplied.

can be supplied or calculated from the upstream pressure if
pressure drop calculation is requested.
Downstream Pressure

can be supplied or calculated from orifice diameter and pressure
drop if flow calculation is requsted.
Mass Flow Rate

Upstream Temperature

temperature upstream must be supplied.

Fluid Properties:
Viscosity

is the viscosity of the fluid at operating conditions.

Typical values are around 1 cP for liquids.
Density

is the density of the fluid at operating conditions.

Some common densities are:
 Water 1000 kg/m3
 Simple salts/acids in water, very roughly 1000*(1+fractional strength) so a 50%
solution would be approximately 1500 kg/m3.
For information on the theory and method behind the calculation, click Help on
Current Calculation to view the online help or see the CAPRE Reference Guide.
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Gas flow through a restrictor orifice
This models gas flow through a restrictor orifice. It calculates any one of the flowrate,
pressure drop and orifice diameter given the other two.

You set the calculation type in a dropdown list.
Input data
Complete the form as follows:
Select one of FLOW, DIAMETER or PRESSURE DROP in the
dropdown list. The corresponding input field is marked as Estimated. You must supply
values for the other two.
Calculation Type
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Pipework:

Enter the pipe dimensions here. The units can be changed if required.
is the internal pipe diameter. You can enter this value using the
“Pipe Inner Diameter Calculator” on page 65.
Pipe Diameter

Orifice Diameter

is the diameter of the orifice.

This should be less than 13% of the pipe area. If it is much greater than this, the
experimental results on which the calculations are based do not apply and theoretical
extrapolation may be suspect.
Plate Thickness

is the thickness from the upstream to downstream side.

The ratio of orifice thickness to diameter must be less than 0.1. Above this the
calculation will reset and use t/d = 0.1.
Process Conditions:
Upstream Pressure

is the pressure upstream. This must be supplied.

can be supplied or calculated from the upstream pressure if
pressure drop calculation is requested.
Downstream Pressure

For gases, the downstream pressure should not be less than 1/5 of the upstream
pressure.
can be supplied or calculated from the orifice diameter and
pressure drop if the flow calculation is required.
Mass Flow Rate

Upstream Temperature

is the temperature upstream. This must be supplied.

CAPRE will calculate static and stagnation temperatures
Fluid Properties:
Viscosity

is the viscosity of fluid at operating conditions.

Typical values are around 0.018 cP for gases.
Compressibility

This represents the deviation from an ideal gas.

It can vary between 0.6-1.2, but for low pressures (<5 bar), it is close to 1.
is the exponent of isentropic expansion. For ideal
gases this is the same as the specific heat ratio.
Isentropic Expansion Exponent

is the molecular weight of the gas. You can enter this value using
the “Molecular Weight Calculator” on page 70.
Molecular Weight

For information on the theory and method behind the calculation, click Help on
Current Calculation to view the online help or see the CAPRE Reference Guide.
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Equipment calculations
Vessel calibration
This calibrates depth, wetted area and volume for cylindrical tanks which may have
flat, ellipsoidal, dished or conical ends independently of one another. Dished and
conical ends may have a transition knuckle and the axis of the tank can be horizontal,
vertical or inclined.
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Input data
Complete the form as follows:
General Data:
Orientation

Select one of VERTICAL, HORIZONTAL or SLOPED in the dropdown list.

Choose to specify the total length or the length of the cylinder in the
dropdown list.
Length

Cylinder/Total Length
Cylinder Diameter

is the total or cylinder length of the tank, as selected above.

is the diameter of the tank cylinder.

is the height of the top end of cylinder above the bottom end of
cylinder. This only appears for sloping tanks.
Upper End Height
End Dimensions:
Shape

Select one of the following in the dropdown list:
FLAT

straight across the end of the cylinder.

CONE

conical with a rounded end linked to the main cylinder by a
transition knuckle.
ELLIPSE

ellipsoidal end with no transition knuckle.

DISH

dished (rounded) end linked to the main cylinder by a transition
knuckle.
The next four fields are dependant on the shape. The cells turn yellow if required.
Diameter of small end

is the diameter of the rounded end of the cone (conical ends

only).
is the distance from the end of the cylindrical portion of
the vessel to the end of the cone (conical ends only).
Cylinder -> End Distance

is the radius of the dished end (dished ends) or
the minor radius of the ellipse (ellipsoidal).
Dished End Radius or Minor Axis

is the radius of the curved transition knuckle used to
join conical and dished ends to the main cylinder.
Radius of Transition Knuckle
Calculation:
Specify

Choose one of VOLUME, MASS or DEPTH [of contents].

The selected parameter appears as the legend in the cell G31. Enter a value in cell I31.
Specified units

is set to the default units for the chosen parameter. You can change

this if you wish.
For information on the theory and method behind the calculation, click Help on
Current Calculation to view the online help or see the CAPRE Reference Guide.
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Vessel calibration – multiple points
This calibrates depth, wetted area and volume for cylindrical tanks which may have
flat, ellipsoidal, dished or conical ends independently of one another. Dished and
conical ends may have a transition knuckle and the axis of the tank can be horizontal,
vertical or inclined. With the provided input data a graph can be plotted for a number
of calibration points, up to a maximum of 40.
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Input data
Complete the form as follows:
General Data:
Orientation

Select one of VERTICAL, HORIZONTAL or SLOPED in the dropdown list.

Choose to specify the total length or the length of the cylinder in the
dropdown list.
Length

Cylinder/Total Length
Cylinder Diameter

is the total or cylinder length of the tank, as selected above.

is the diameter of the tank cylinder.

the height of the top end of the cylinder above the bottom end of
the cylinder. This only appears for sloping tanks.
Upper End Height
End Dimensions:
Shape

Select one of the following in the dropdown list:
FLAT

straight across the end of the cylinder.

CONE

conical with a rounded end linked to the main cylinder by a
transition knuckle.
ELLIPSE

ellipsoidal end with no transition knuckle.

DISH

dished (rounded) end linked to the main cylinder by a transition
knuckle.
The next four fields are dependant on the shape. The cells turn yellow if required.
Diameter of small end

is the diameter of the rounded end of the cone (conical ends

only).
is the distance from the end of the cylindrical portion of
the vessel to the end of the cone (conical ends only).
Cylinder -> End Distance

is the radius of the dished end (dished ends) or
the minor radius of the ellipse (ellipsoidal).
Dished End Radius or Minor Axis

is the radius of the curved transition knuckle used to
join conical and dished ends to the main cylinder.
Radius of Transition Knuckle
Calculation:
Specify

Choose one of VOLUME, MASS or DEPTH [of contents].

Specify the data for the calibration points in the Calculation table.
 Set cell C27 to one of VOLUME, MASS or DEPTH.
 Cells C28 to G28 show the default units for each parameter. You can edit these if
required.
 Enter the data points for your chosen parameter in cells C29 downwards.
If you enter values in the first two cells, select the cells move the mouse pointer
over the bottom right corner of the cells and drag down to fill the rest of the column.
Tip

For information on the theory and method behind the calculation, click Help on
Current Calculation to view the online help or see the CAPRE Reference Guide.
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Size estimation calculations
API 520 (Vapour)
This calculates the size required for a PRV to relieve a specified flow rate of vapour at
either critical or subcritical flow conditions and the capacity of a PRV of a known size
under the same conditions.
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API 520 (Liquid with certification)
This calculates the size required for a PRV to relieve a specified flow rate of liquid
and the capacity of a PRV of a known size under the same conditions.
It is for a PRV which requires capacity certification in accordance with the ASME
Code, and is based on the calculation methods described in API Standard 520 Part 1.
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API 520 (Liquid without certification)
This calculates the size required for a PRV to relieve a specified flow rate of liquid
and the capacity of a PRV of a known size under the same conditions.
It is for a PRV which does not requires capacity certification in accordance with the
ASME Code, and is based upon the calculation methods described in API Standard
520 Part 1.
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API 520 (Steam)
This calculates the size required for a PRV to relieve a specified flow rate of steam at
critical flow conditions and the capacity of a PRV of a known size under the same
conditions.
It is based upon the calculation methods described in API Standard 520 Part 1.
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API 520 Two-Phase Direct Integration
This calculates the size required for a PRV to relieve two-phase flow and the capacity
of a PRV of a known size under the same conditions.
It calculates the maximum mass flux through the PRV by direct integration of
isentropic nozzle flow equations and is based upon the calculation methods described
in API Standard 520 Part 1.
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API520 Two-Phase Subcooled Liquid
This calculates the size required for a PRV to relieve a specified flow rate of
subcooled liquid and the capacity of a PRV of a known size under the same
conditions.
It is for a PRV which requires capacity certification in accordance with the ASME
Code. It uses the Omega Method and is based upon the calculation methods described
in API Standard 520 Part 1.
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API520 Two-Phase Flashing – Nonflashing
This calculates the size required for a PRV to relieve two-phase flashing or nonflashing flow and the capacity of a PRV of a known size under the same conditions.
It uses the Omega Method and is based upon the calculation methods described in API
Standard 520 Part 1.
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Required Relief Rate Calculations
Fire (Gas)
This calculates the relief flow rate in the case of heat absorption from an external pool
fire by a vessel containing only gases, vapours or super-critical fluids.
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Fire (Liquid) – API 2000
This calculates the relief flow rate in the case of heat absorption from an external pool
fire by a vessel containing liquid.
It is based upon the calculation methods described in API Standard 2000.
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Fire (Liquid) – API 521
This calculates the relief flow rate in the case of heat absorption from an external pool
fire by a vessel containing liquid.
It is based upon the calculation methods described in API Standard 521.
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Fire (Liquid) – EPSHEG 8
This calculates the relief flow rate in the case of heat absorption from an external pool
fire by a vessel containing liquid.
It is based upon the calculation methods described in the ABB standard EPSHEG 8.
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Hydraulic Expansion (Heat Input)
This calculates the relief flow rate in the case of hydraulic expansion due to heat input.
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Tube Rupture (Liquid – Crane)
This calculates the relief flow rate in the case of tube rupture involving a liquid.
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Tube Rupture (Gas – Crane)
This calculates the relief flow rate in the case of tube rupture involving a gas.
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Tube Rupture (Two Phase)
This calculates the relief flow rate in the case of tube rupture involving a two-phase
fluid.
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HP Source – Control Valve (liq)
This calculates the relief flow rate in the case of a control valve failing open, exposing
the protected equipment to liquid flow from a high pressure source.
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HP Source – Control Valve (vap)
This calculates the relief flow rate in the case of a control valve failing open, exposing
the protected equipment to vapour flow from a high pressure source.
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Administration worksheets
These worksheets let you add one or more administrative sheets to your process or
pressure relief calculation sheets. This allows you, in particular, to turn your
calculation workfile into a formal document for issue to a client.

Title Sheet – Basic
This front sheet lets you set out the purpose of your calculation, with space for a
description, notes and reference documents, such as drawings or applicable standards.
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Title Sheet – Detail
This more detailed front sheet may be more appropriate when producing a set of
calculations for an external client. It includes extra fields to specify the client or
customer and to add contact details.
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Continuation Sheet
This continuation sheet can be added to either of the title sheets if more space is
needed for the description of the calculation.
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Revision History Sheet
This sheet lets you add a revision record for an externally issued document.
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Blank Sheet
This free-format sheet lets you append supplementary information, such as
engineering drawings or site photographs. It contains a single large description field.
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CAPRE contains a number of calculator tools that are used to complete various
process values for you. The standard piping calculators provide physical data and
calculations for standard pipes and fittings. This chapter shows you how to use these
calculators. They are common to all of the PEL applications.

Pipe inner diameter calculator
This calculator returns a pipe’s inner diameter (in mm) based on the standard pipe size
and the available pipe schedules for that pipe size. The calculator supports both the
American (ANSI/ASME/API) pipe sizes standard, which is in imperial units, and the
European (DIN) system which uses metric units. The calculator also derives the
external diameter and the wall thickness.
The American standard pipe sizes range from 1/8 inch up to 36 inch. The schedules,
which give the pipe thickness, range from 5S up to XXS (Double Extra Strong).

To calculate a pipe internal diameter:
1)

Click the worksheet field that is to contain the pipe inner diameter and on the
Tools ribbon group / submenu, click Pipe Inner Diameter.

2)

Click the required standard in the drop-down list, select the required pipe size in
the left pane and then select the schedule in the right pane.
The calculated values appear in the three boxes at the bottom of the dialog, with
the inner diameter selected for return.

3)

If you want to return one of the other values, click its option.

4)

Click OK.
The inner diameter (or selected) value is returned to the worksheet field.
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Pipe roughness calculator
This calculator is used to return an absolute roughness value for a pipe’s internal
surface. A smooth surface such as glass or plastic has a low roughness value, while
badly corroded metal or brick has a high roughness. The values are in millimeters.

To calculate a pipe roughness:
1)

Click the worksheet field that is to contain the absolute roughness and on the
Tools ribbon group / submenu, click Pipe Roughness.

2)

Select the required Surface Type in the list and click OK.
The absolute roughness value is returned to the worksheet field.

K-value calculator
The Fittings Loss (K-value) calculator is a multi-stage tool that enables a process
engineer to enter details of all the various fittings, such as bends, valves and Tjunctions, that contribute to pressure drop in a piping system. The total loss calculation
appears on the Summary tab, which is the default view when you call the calculator.
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To calculate the fittings loss (K-value):
1)

Click the worksheet field that is to contain the fittings loss and on the Tools
ribbon group / submenu, click K-Value.

2)

Add the various fittings on the other tabs as defined in the following sections.
As you add details on a tab, the total loss for that tab appears on the summary tab.

3)

If you need to enter any Manual Adjustment, enter the value and add a reason
for the adjustment (optional).
The manual adjustment field is for entering miscellaneous fittings not covered on
the other tabs. You can also use it to manually adjust the model in the validation
stage or for studying the effect of changes, such as a control valve position.

4)

When you have completed the calculation click OK.
The total loss value is returned to the worksheet field.

Adding tee junctions
The Tee Junctions calculation takes into account any blanked off junctions. This can
also be a line where the dead leg is isolated at a valve further downstream.

To add tee junctions:
1)

On the Fittings Loss Calculator dialog, click the Tee Junctions tab.

1)

Click the Tee Junction Type in the list, enter the Quantity and click Add.
The items are added to the table at the bottom of the tab, with the loss shown for
each addition. The total for all junctions appears on the Summary tab.

To delete tee junctions:
 Select the entry in the table and click Delete.
The entry is removed from the calculation.
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Adding bends
Bends are added in a similar way to tee-junctions.

To add bends:
1)

On the Fittings Loss Calculator dialog, click the Bends tab.

2)

Click the Bend Type in the list, enter the Radius (of the bend) and the Diameter
(of the pipe), enter the Quantity and click Add.
You can enter any two of the radius, the diameter and the ratio of the two.
If you enter the radius and the diameter, the ratio is calculated. If you enter the
ratio and one other parameter, the omitted parameter appears as “unspecified”.
Note

The items are added to the table at the bottom of the tab, with the loss shown for
each addition. The total for all bends appears on the Summary tab.
To delete bends:
 Select the entry in the table and click Delete.
The entry is removed from the calculation.

Adding valves
Valves are defined by type and by one or more categories within the type. For
example, the Globe Valve type has two categories – cast valves and forged valves.

To add valves:
1)
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2)

Double-click the Valve Type in the list and select the category you want.

3)

Click the Pipe Size in the list, enter the Quantity and click Add.
The items are added to the table at the bottom of the tab, with the loss shown for
each addition. The total for all valves appears on the Summary tab.

To delete valves:
 Select the entry in the table and click Delete.
The entry is removed from the calculation.

Adding expansions/contractions
This tab is for adding expansion and contraction joints to the calculation.
For exit losses: Select an expansion with a small/large area ratio of zero.
For entry losses: Select a contraction with a small/large area ratio of zero.

To add expansions or contractions:
1)

On the Fittings Loss Calculator dialog, click the Expansions/contractions tab.

2)

Click Contraction or Expansion, as appropriate, enter the Large Area, the
Small Area, enter the Quantity and click Add.
You can enter any two of the large area, the small area and the ratio of the
two. If you enter the two areas, the ratio is calculated. If you enter the ratio and
one other parameter, the omitted parameter appears as “unspecified”. You can
also edit the calculated ratio for entry and exit losses.
Note

The items are added to the table at the bottom of the tab, with the loss shown for
each addition. The total for all expansions appears on the Summary tab.
To delete expansions or contractions:
 Select the entry in the table and click Delete.
The entry is removed from the calculation.
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Adding User Defined (Process Equipment) items
The easiest way to model process equipment (for example, heat exchangers and
filters) is as a section of pipe with a fitting loss coefficient. The pipe length needs to be
short so that the pressure drop is solely due to the fittings –1m is generally used.
The values for mass flow, pressure drop etc. can be obtained from the process data
sheet. Static head changes between inlet and outlet should not be taken into account as
the node information deals with this.

To add process equipment:
1)

On the Fittings Loss Calculator dialog, click the User Defined tab.

2)

Enter a name for the item and specify the following items:
 Pipe Inner Diameter
 Flow Rate
 Density
 Pressure drop

3)

Enter the Quantity and click Add.
The items are added to the table at the bottom of the tab, with the loss shown for
each addition. The total for all process equipment appears on the Summary tab.

To delete a process equipment item:
 Select the entry in the table and click Delete.
The entry is removed from the calculation.

Molecular weight calculator
This calculates the molecular weight of a compound given its formula. The following
rules are used to interpret the formula:
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Elements are given their usual atomic symbol, for example, He for Helium and O
for Oxygen. The first character must always be upper case and the second (if there
is one) lower case. This enables the Molecular Weight Calculator to distinguish
formulae such as PO and Po. The calculator regards the first of these as
Phosphorous and Oxygen and the second as the element Polonium.



No other symbols are recognised, for example, common groups like benzene
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rings, ethyl groups etc.


Elements can be followed by numbers and are separated by spaces, dots or colons.



Brackets can be used as required to any level. For example, CH3(CH2)10CH3
would be one way of describing Dodecane. However, note that in this example the
10 refers to the CH2 group, not the succeeding CH3. Thus water of crystallisation
must be specified as Na3SO3(H2O)5.



The atomic weights used by the Molecular Weight Calculator are taken from
Perry’s Chemical Engineers Handbook.

To calculate a molecular weight:
1)

Click the worksheet field that is to contain the molecular weight and on the Tools
ribbon group / submenu, click Molecular Weight.

2)

Enter the chemical formula in the left pane and click the = button.
The molecular weight value appears in the box on the right.

3)

Click OK.
The molecular weight value is returned to the worksheet field.
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Chapter 7 – Working with functions
The inbuilt calculation worksheets provided by CAPRE utilise a library of functions.
Instead of using these worksheets, you may want to develop your own using the blank
administration sheet as a template and then adding one or more of the CAPRE
functions to it.
This chapter shows you how to insert these functions to create your own calculation
worksheets.

Inserting a function – Excel method
Excel provides is own method for adding a function to a cell on your worksheet. This
works exactly the same for the CAPRE library of functions as it does for the inbuilt
Excel functions.
To insert a function:
1)

On the worksheet, click the cell of where you want to add the function.

2)

Click Insert Function on the formula bar.
The Insert Function dialog opens.

3)

In the Select a category list, click a category, for example PEL.

4)

In the Select a function list, click the function you want.

5)

Click OK.
The function is added to the cell and the Function Arguments dialog opens.
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6)

Enter the arguments as required. Units must be entered in quotation marks.
Tip

To enter a cell reference as an argument, click the Collapse dialog

button (to temporarily hide the dialog).
Select the cell on the worksheet and then click Expand dialog.
7)

When you have completed the function, click OK.

You can also use functions as part of conditional formula or using a nested function,
such as the IF function. For more information on this, see the Excel online help.

Inserting a function – CAPRE method
The CAPRE Insert Function command adds the function to your Excel worksheet as
an array of cells, with each argument in a cell and with the function (result) cell
containing references to those cells.
Note

You can only use this for adding CAPRE functions.

The function adds a legend cell, a value cell and (if relevant) a units cell for each
argument on successive rows. The final row in the array contains the Function legend,
its value and its units (if relevant).

Each units cell is completed using the relevant PEL units function. This puts in the
standard units for that argument in whichever set of units you are using. You can then
complete the value fields, either directly or with a reference to another cell.
To insert a CAPRE function
1)
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On the worksheet, click the top left cell of where you want to add the function.
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2)

On the CAPRE ribbon click Insert Function.
The Insert Function dialog opens.

3)

In the Categories list, click the category you want to select from.
The list of function changes to reflect your selection.

4)

In the Functions list select the function you want. If you want to view help on
the function click Show Help.

5)

If you want to include a graphic of the function equation, select the Show
Equation check box.

6)

Click OK.
The function block is added to the worksheet starting from you selected cell. You
can now populate the values cells to use it.
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Filtering functions by category
The default method of filtering the list of functions is by category. These are mostly
linked to particular standards or acknowledged sources, such as API 520, Diers or
EPSHEG 8.

To filter the list of CAPRE functions by category:
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1)

On the Insert Function dialog, click the Categories tab. This appears by default
when you open the dialog.

2)

Click the category you want in the dropdown list. The list of functions is filtered
accordingly.

3)

Select the function you want from the list and click OK.
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Selecting functions by tag
As well as being able to filter the list of functions in the Insert Function dialog by
category, you can also filter the list by tags. Each function can have one or more tags
linked to it. These define a range of characteristics, such as that the function is
dimensionless or is linked to flow or steam. You can choose to see functions that
match any tag or just those that match all the tags.

To filter the list of CAPRE functions using tags:
1)

On the Insert Function dialog, click the Tags tab.

2)

Click the button on the right of the upper pane to select your tags.
The Select Tags dialog opens.

3)

Select or clear the check boxes as required to select your tags and then click OK.
For example, to find pressure relief functions for liquids, select Pressure
Relief and Incompressible.

4)

By default the list of function matches any tag. If you want the functions to match
all the tags, select the ALL check box.

5)

Select the function you want from the list and click OK.
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Searching for functions
The Insert Function dialog lets you find the function you are looking for by a text
search of the function names and associated description texts.

To search for a CAPRE function:
1)

On the Insert Function dialog, click the Search tab.

2)

Start typing the search string. The list of functions is filtered as you type.
For example, to find functions about temperature you only have to type tem.

3)

Select the function you want from the list and click OK.

Creating and using favourites
If you regularly use particular functions, you can add them to your favourites list.
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To add a function to your favourites:
1)

In any of the leftmost three tabs (Categories, Search or Tags), select the
function you want from the list in the lower pane.

2)

Select the Save as Favourite check box.

3)

Click OK.
The function is added to the favourites as it is added to your spreadsheet.

To select a function from your favourites:
1)

On the Insert Function dialog, click the Favourites tab.

2)

Select the function you want from the list and click OK.
The function is added to your spreadsheet.

To remove a function from your favourites:
1)

On the Insert Function dialog, click the Favourites tab.

2)

Select the function you want from the list.

3)

Clear the Save as Favourite check box.

4)

Click OK.
The function is removed from the favourites as it is added to your spreadsheet.
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Chapter 8 – Working with templates
When you have created your own custom worksheets using the CAPRE functions, you
may want to build them into CAPRE as templates so you can easily reuse them or so
you can share them with fellow users in your organisation.
This chapter shows you how to set up your own calculation worksheets as CAPRE
user templates.

Adding a calculation sheet as a template
Note You may need full access privileges (Read, Write, Execute) to be able to
access the user templates file.
To add your calculation sheet to the user templates file:
1)

Open the worksheet file containing the calculation sheet you have developed.

2)

If the file is not in compatibility mode, save as an Excel 97-2003 Workbook
(.xls).

3)

Navigate to the folder where CAPRE was installed (for a standalone installation
this is typically C:\Program Files\PEL\Apps\CAPRE).

4)

Open the file CAPRE_USER_TEMPLATES.xls.
This contains a single worksheet named CAPRE USER CALCULATIONS. This
sheet, which is omitted by CAPRE when you create a calculation sheet from a
user template, contains user instructions.

5)

Switch to the worksheet file containing your calculation sheet.

6)

Right-click your calculation sheet tab and click Move or Copy.

7)

Under To book click CAPRE_USER_TEMPLATES.xls, in the list of worksheets
click move to end, select Create a copy and then click OK.

8)

Save the user templates file.

You can now create a calculation using the template using the User Calculations
command.

Creating a calculation worksheet from a user template
When you have added your calculations to the user templates file you can create a new
calculation worksheet from it in your Excel workbook.
To create a calculation worksheet (Office 2007 or later):
1)

On the CAPRE ribbon in the Utilities group, click User Calculations.

2)

In the User Calculation dialog, click the calculation you want and click OK.
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The calculation worksheet opens in your current workbook.
To create a calculation worksheet (Office 2003 or earlier):
1)

On the CAPRE menu, click Calculations > User Calculations.

2)

In the User Calculation dialog, click the calculation you want and click OK.
The calculation worksheet opens in your current workbook.
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Chapter 9 – CAPRE options
This chapter describes how you can change various settings that apply throughout
your workbook.

Setting the units
The Setup Units dialog lets you select the units for process values to appear in all
your calculations and functions. Three predefined set of units are provided:
 Engineering units – the units most commonly used in the chemical process
industries. They are mostly SI units, but with a few variants, such as
Parameter

SI unit

Engineering unit

Temperature

K

C (Celcius)

Pressure

N/m2

bar

Dynamic viscosity

N.s/m2

cP

(Kelvin)

(centipoise)

Other units differ just by degree, such as mm for short length (instead of m).
 SI units – the international system of units, the standard metric system
 British units – standard UK (Imperial) or US units
Engineering units are the default set when you install CAPRE. You can select one of
the other predefined sets as the default or compile your own set.
You can only change the units in a workbook before you add your first
calculation sheet. After this, a warning message appears if you try to do so.
Note
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To change the units to a predefined set:
1)

On the CAPRE ribbon click Units of Measurement.
The Setup Units dialog opens.

2)

Click the button for the set you want to use, such as SI.
The selected set appears in the dialog and will be loaded next time you start
CAPRE.
Several of the units for quantities such as amount, flow, molecular weight and
density, can be expressed by mass (e.g. /kg) or by molar units (e.g. /kmol). By
default the mass units are selected. Click Select Molar Units to switch.

3)

Click OK to save the changes.

Creating your own set of units
The Setup Units dialog lets you compile your own set of units. You can save these
changes to a file and reload as you need. The units file is saved by default to the
PEL/Apps folder where CAPRE is installed. You can save the file elsewhere.
To create a new set of units:
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1)

On the Setup Units dialog, click the unit you want to change to select the cell in
the table.

1)

Right-click the cell and click one of the alternative units in the context menu.

2)

Repeat for other units as required to complete your set.
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3)

Click Save units to file, enter a name for file (the default is UserUnits.uns),
browse to where you want to save the file (optional) and click Save.

To load an existing set of units:
1)

On the Setup Units dialog, click Get units from file.

2)

Browse to where the file is saved (if not the PEL/Apps folder) and click Open.
The selected set appears in the dialog and will be loaded next time you start
CAPRE.

3)

Click OK to save the changes.

Updating the logo
By default CAPRE creates calculation worksheets containing the ABB logo in the top
left corner. This can be easily replaced with the logo or other branding graphic for
your own organisation.
To change the logo file:
1)

Browse to the PEL/Apps folder.

2)

Replace the file logo.wmf with your replacement branding file.
It must be called logo.wmf. The original is 425 × 340 pixels.

3)

To update an existing worksheet click Update Logo on the CAPRE ribbon.
New worksheets will pick up the changed logo file automatically.
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Quick reference
The various features of CAPRE may be accessed from the CAPRE ribbon or menu,
with the ribbon divided into six groups and the menu having equivalent submenus.
 PEW ribbon group / submenu *
 Pressure Relief ribbon group / submenu *
 Administration ribbon group / submenu *
 Tools ribbon group / submenu
 Utilities ribbon group / submenu
 Help ribbon group / submenu
* on a menu these groups appear as a single Calculations submenu

PEW ribbon group / Calculation submenu
Command

Action

See

Incompressible Flow

Create worksheet

“Incompressible Flow” on page
24

Manifold T-junction

Create worksheet

“Manifold T-junction” on page
26

Symmetrical T-junction

Create worksheet

“Symmetrical T-junction” on
page 28

Expansion

Create worksheet

“Expansion” on page 30

Contraction

Create worksheet

“Contraction” on page 32

Restrictor – Liquid Flow

Create worksheet

“Restrictor – Liquid Flow” on
page 34

Restrictor – Gas Flow

Create worksheet

“Restrictor – Gas Flow” on
page 36

Vessel Calibration

Create worksheet

“Vessel Calibration” on page
38

Vessel Calibration
(Multiple Points)

Create worksheet

“Vessel Calibration (multiple
points)” on page 40

Fluid Flow 

Equipment 
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Pressure Relief ribbon group / Calculation submenu (cont.)
Command

Action

See

API 520 Vapour

Insert a calculation
worksheet

“API 520 (Vapour)” on page 42

API 520 Vapour (Direct
Integration)

Insert a calculation
worksheet

“API 520 Two-Phase Direct
Integral” on page 46

API 520 Liquid with
certification

Insert a calculation
worksheet

“API 520 (Liquid with
certification)” on page 43

API 520 Liquid without
certification

Insert a calculation
worksheet

“API 520 (Liquid without
certification)” on page 44

API 520 Steam

Insert a calculation
worksheet

“API 520 (Steam)” on page 45

API 520 2 Phase Direct
Integration

Insert a calculation
worksheet

“API 520 Two-Phase Direct
Integral” on page 46

API520 2 Phase
Subcooled Liquid

Insert a calculation
worksheet

“API520 Two-Phase
Subcooled Liquid” on page 47

API520 2 Phase
Flashing – Nonflashing

Insert a calculation
worksheet

“API520 Two-Phase Flashing
– Nonflashing” on page 48

Fire (Gas)

Insert a calculation
worksheet

“Fire (Gas)” on page 49

Fire (Liquid) – API 2000

Insert a calculation
worksheet

“Fire (Liquid) - API 2000” on
page 50

Fire (Liquid) – API 521

Insert a calculation
worksheet

“Fire (Liquid) - API 521” on
page 51

Fire (Liquid) – EPSHEG
8

Insert a calculation
worksheet

“Fire (Liquid) - EPSHEG 8” on
page 52

Hydraulic Expansion
(Heat Input)

Insert a calculation
worksheet

“Hydraulic Expansion (Heat
Input)” on page 53

Tube Rupture (Liquid –
Crane)

Insert a calculation
worksheet

“Tube Rupture (Liquid –
Crane)” on page 54

Tube Rupture (Gas –
Crane)

Insert a calculation
worksheet

“Tube Rupture (Gas – Crane)”
on page 55

Tube Rupture (Two
Phase)

Insert a calculation
worksheet

“Tube Rupture (Two Phase)”
on page 56

HP Source – Control
Valve (liq)

Insert a calculation
worksheet

“HP Source – Control Valve
(liq)” on page 57

HP Source – Control
Valve (vap)

Insert a calculation
worksheet

“HP Source – Control Valve
(vap)” on page 58

Control Valve – IEC
60534-2-1 2011 Table
D.2

Open table of control valve
sizes

Size Estimation 

Required Relief Rate 
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Administration ribbon group / Calculation submenu (cont.)
Command

Action

See

Administration 
Title Sheet – Basic

Insert an admin worksheet

“Title Sheet – Basic” on
page 59

Title Sheet – Detail

Insert an admin worksheet

“Title Sheet – Detail” on
page 60

Continuation Sheet

Insert an admin worksheet

“Continuation Sheet” on
page 61

Revision History

Insert an admin worksheet

“Revision History” on page
62

Blank Sheet

Insert an admin worksheet

“Blank Sheet” on page 63

Tools ribbon group / submenu
Command

Action

See

Pipe Inner Diameter

Open Pipe Inner Diameter
Calculator

"Pipe inner diameter
calculator” on page 65

Pipe Roughness

Open Pipe Roughness
Calculator

"Pipe roughness calculator”
on page 66

K-Value

Open K-value Calculator

"K-value calculator” on page
66

Molecular Weight

Open Molecular Weight
Calculator

"Molecular weight calculator”
on page 70

Utilities ribbon group / submenu
Command

Action

See

Units of Measurement

Open the Setup Units dialog

“Units of Measurement” on
page 83

Make Static Sheet

Convert all functions in a
worksheet to values

“Make Static Sheet” on page
20

Update Logo

Update the logo on your
worksheet

“Update Logo” on page 85

Update Link

Update CAPRE links on your
worksheet

“Updating links on a
worksheet” on page 19

Insert Function*

Open the Insert Function dialog

“Insert Function” on page 74

User Calculations**

Open the User Calculations
dialog

User Calculations” on page
81

* on a menu the Inset Function appears at the top level
** on a menu the User Calculations appears in the Calculations sub-menu

Help ribbon group / submenu
Command

Action

See

Help on Current

Open online help ( current

“Viewing help on CAPRE
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Calculation

calculation)

calculations” on page 9

Help on Units in
CAPRE

Open online help (units
reference)

“Viewing help on units in
CAPRE” on page 9

CAPRE Reference

Open online help ( welcome
page)

About CAPRE

Open About CAPRE dialog

Glossary
ANSI
American National Standards Institute – a voluntary organization in the U.S. that
creates standards for the computer industry.

API
American Petroleum Institute – U.S trade association for the oil and gas industry.
Provides over 500 operating standards for the industry, many of them adopted by ISO
as international standards.

ASME
American Society of Mechanical Engineers. One of the oldest standards organisations
in the world, providing over 600 standards and codes covering areas such as boiler
components and the measurement of fluid flow in closed systems.

CAPRE DLL
This installed component provides a back-engine of library routines which implement
all the CAPRE calculations.

Crane Co.
Crane Co. is a U.S. industrial products company based in Stamford, Connecticut. Its
Fluid Handling Segment is a global provider of industrial fluid control solutions to the
chemical industry.

DIERS
Design Institute for Emergency Relief Systems – a user group of over 160 companies
who develop methods for the design of emergency relief systems to handle runaway
reactions.

EDSU
ESDU is an engineering advisory organisation based in the UK providing validated
design methods and tools for aerospace engineering and process engineering fields.
Originating as the Technical Department of the Royal Aeronautical Society in 1940, it
became ESDU in 1964 and was acquired by HIS, based in Denver (US), in 1997.

HEM
Homogeneous Equilibrium Model.
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Homogeneous Equilibrium Model
Model for two-phase fluid flow calculations which assumes: (i) the velocity of the
phases are equal, and (ii) the phases are in thermodynamic equilibrium.

Omega method
Widely recognised method used to calculate critical and subcritical discharge of twophase fluid, developed by J.C. Leung 1986.

Overpressure
A pressure increase over the set pressure of a pressure relief valve, usually expressed
as a percentage of set pressure.

PRV
Pressure Relief Valve.

Relieving pressure
Relieving pressure is the set pressure plus overpressure.

Reynolds number
A dimensionless number used as an index of fluid flow characteristics in a pipe, duct,
or around an obstacle.

Set pressure
The inlet gauge pressure at which the pressure relief valve is set to open under normal
service conditions.

Stoichiometry
A branch of chemistry that studies the quantities of reactants and products in a
chemical reaction.

Two-phase
In fluid mechanics, two-phase flow occurs in a system containing gas and liquid. For
example, in a coal or gas-fired power station where pressurised water passes through
heated pipes, turning to steam as it passes through.

vena contracta
The narrowest portion of a jet that occurs at or just downstream from the orifice where
the fluid velocity is at its maximum.
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Flow through an expansion 30
Fluid flow calculations
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manifold t-junction 26
restrictor orifice
gas flow 36
liquid flow 34
symmetrical t-junction 28

B

G

Blank Sheet 63

Gas flow through a restrictor orifice 36

C

H

A

Continuation Sheet 61
Converting units and values 21
Creating a calculation worksheet 19, 81
Creating a static worksheet 20
Creating and using favourites 78
Creating your own set of units 84

HP Source – Control Valve (liq) 57
HP Source – Control Valve (vap) 58
Hydraulic expansion
calculation 53
Hydraulic Expansion (Heat Input) 53

I
E
Entering and editing data 20
Entering numbers or text on a calculation worksheet
20
equipment calculations
vessel calibration 38
vessel calibration - multiple points 40

F
Filtering functions by category 76
Fire (Gas) 49
Fire (Liquid) – API 2000 50
Fire (Liquid) – API 521 51
Fire (Liquid) – EPSHEG 8 52

Incompressible flow 24
Inserting a function – CAPRE method 74
Inserting a function – Excel method 73

K
K-value calculator 66
adding bends 68
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adding user defined items 70
adding valves 68

L
Liquid flow through a restrictor orifice 34
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U

Molecular weight calculator 70

Updating links on a worksheet 19
Updating the logo 85

P
PEL calculators 65, 66, 70
Pipe inner diameter calculator 65
Pipe roughness calculator 66
Printing your workbook 21

Q
Quitting CAPRE 7

R
Required relief rate calculations
Fire (Gas containing equipment) 49
Fire (Liquid)
API 2000 50
API 521 51
EPSHEG 8 52
high pressure source
control valve (liquid) 57
control valve (vapour) 58
Tube Rupture (Gas – Crane) 55
Tube Rupture (Liquid – Crane) 54
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Revision History Sheet 62

S
Saving your workbook 22
Saving your workbook to pdf 22
Searching for functions 78
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API 520 (Steam) 45
API 520 (Vapour) 42
API 520 Two-Phase Direct Integration 46
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Starting CAPRE 7

T
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